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Related Stories
The impact of the US Energy Policy Act on
the pumps industry

 While the US Energy Policy Act of 2005 focused
mainly on alternative energy sources, reducing
dependence on foreign sources of oil and
increasing domestic energy production, its
emphasis on energy efficiency has had a direct
effect on pump users and manufacturers.
Blackmer's Tom Stone explores how the
legislation has influenced day-to-day operations.

Control strategies bring cost benefits 
 The terms of the 1997 Kyoto Protocol, coupled

with rising energy costs, has led to a radical
rethinking about how pumping efficiencies can
be improved using control strategies. Pump
control specialist Retroflo has responded with a
‘breakthrough' system-wide pump control
technology, as company founder and operations
director Andy Laundon explains.

Ultrasonics control in sewage stations 
 The essential need of the wastewater industry to

accurately control sewage-pumping stations at a
minimum cost has driven pump control
technology to new heights of sophistication.
Non-contacting ultrasonic measurement is the
key to success, as Pulsar Process
Measurement's Keith Flint explains.

A brief history of pumps 
 Ten years ago, World Pumps put together a brief

history of the pump industry telling the story of
pump development since the Egyptians invented
the ‘shadoof’ in 200BC. We stopped then at
1999, but here we bring the story right up to date
with some of the main industry events of recent
times.

50 years of World Pumps: A perspective from
the inside

 To really know how the industry has changed
during the lifetime of World Pumps, you have to
have been a part of it. Here, we present some
insights from four professionals who have
witnessed and moved with the changes of five
decades in the pump industry.
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Amarinth unveils new document
management system
01 June 2010

Centrifugal pump manufacturer Amarinth has a
new document management system in place that
could deliver significant benefits to contractors
and operators.

Designed entirely in-house, the new bespoke document management
system enables Amarinth to respond more effectively and efficiently from
first point of contact at the bid phase to final delivery of the pumps in
supplying, managing and tracking all the documentation required.

Customers can track all of their documents and their relevant status at any
time through a secure project web enabled interface.  
 
The system is built around Lotus Notes and is fully integrated with all
Amarinth corporate back-end systems and front end customer web
interfaces.
 
Oliver Brigginshaw, managing director of Amarinth, said: “We know that
documentation is one of the big issues in our industry. We have drawn on
our years of experience to create a bespoke solution that really does
meet, if not exceed, the needs of the industry. In particular, contractors will
see significant financial benefits of utilising Amarinth’s web documentation
system as it’s totally transparent and keeps the pressure on both parties to
get documentation approved quickly, ensuring all parties get paid as soon
as possible.”
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